LIFE AT PURNEA
before one of the ground staff shot him with a Rigby rifle.
After that morning it was arranged that whenever anyone
entered the pool, two Indians should swim in first, stick long
bamboo poles into the bottom of the pond, watch beside them,
and allow no one to bathe except from the safe and shallow
-?.nd. This duty, the natives were quite willing to undertake for
eigL'S'yinas a day. They also kept on the watch for any wander-
ing crocodiles that might be about, tough leather-skinned
customers, traversing the countryside at night and often taking
a fancy to midnight bathing. An extra thrill was added to the
daily plunge into cool waters, by the thought that there was
always the chance they might be harbouring an unwelcome
visitor. One more representative of the tribe of scaly ones
tried to become a member of the aerodrome bathing-club,
and was shot for the sins of gate-crashing.
Crocodiles are the bogey-men of India. They are the real
footpads of the plains. Snakes, where booted Europeans are
concerned, are not one quarter the peril they are generally
supposed to be by people who have never visited the tropics;
insects do not assume the same sinister importance as in
Equatorial Africa or the wilds of Southern America; meetings
with tigers, and man-eating panthers, can be left nowadays to
the hunter and the lonely forest officer, but always, wherever
there is the presence of water and the sweep of rivers across
parched and thirsty plains, the menace of the crocodile remains.
There are travellers' tales of these ubiquitous saurians that
match the long-bow stories of any fisherman. To many of the
crowding millions of Hindustan they have become almost
legendary figures, guardians of temple secrets, and of the
spirits of the dead. It is said of them that a certain species
burrow deep into sandy banks and river mud, remaining there
happily for months and sometimes years, waiting for torrential
rains that bring them out by thousands to terrorise the local
villages, while they make up for their long period of fasting.
Whatever fancy may concede to these lurking monsters, the
facts themselves are strange enough. A crocodile has five fingers
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